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The notion of bcs ring is formulated and studied. Because bcs rings are pole-assignable, they 
are interesting in control theory. We prove that the following classes of rings are bcs: 
O-dimensional rings, semilocal rings, l-dimensional domains, l-dimensional Noetherian rings. 
We give several examples to sketch the contour of this class of rings. 
Introduction 
One of the questions motivated by classical control theory is when a commuta- 
tive ring is pole-assignable. In this paper we formulate a slightly weaker but more 
algebraic notion, that of a bcs ring. We then study this notion, developing the 
theme that if R is a bcs ring, then R must be ‘one-dimensional’ in some sense. 
For example, if X is a manifold and R is the ring of functions (smooth or 
continuous) from X to [w, then by [9] R is a bcs ring iff dim(X) % 1. We prove that 
integral domains and Noetherian rings are bcs rings when they have Krull 
dimension % 1, and give evidence for the conjecture that affine domains of 
dimension two or more are never bcs rings. 
On the other hand, our notion of ‘one-dimensional’ cannot be interpreted too 
broadly. Although semilocal rings are bcs, we give an example of a Noetherian 
ring which is not bcs, yet its maximum spectrum is l-dimensional. 
The BCS property first appeared in [9] as the property (t), but had its origins in 
[7]. Recall that a submodule B of a projective module P is basic if locally B 
contains a nontrivial summand of P, or equivalently, if the image of B in PImP is 
nonzero for every maximal ideal m of R. If PG3 Q = R”, then B is basic in P iff B 
is basic in R”. 
Definition. A commutative ring R has the BCS property (or R is a bcs ring) if the 
following equivalent conditions hold: 
(i) Every basic submodule of a projective R-module contains a rank one 
summand; 
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(ii) Every finitely generated basic submodule of a projective R-module con- 
tains a rank one summand; 
(iii) Every basic submodule of a finitely generated projective R-module P 
contains a rank one summand of P; 
(iv) For every IZ, every finitely generated basic submodule of R” contains a 
rank one summand of R”. 
BCS stands for ‘basics contain summands’; this is analogous to the terminology 
used in [6]. The equivalence of these conditions is our Lemma 1.1 below. 
Every bcs ring is pole-assignable by [9, Corollary 131. (This does not use the 
blanket hypothesis of [9] that rings are reduced.) Thus a corollary of this paper is 
the new result that l-dimensional domains and l-dimensional Noetherian rings 
are pole-assignable. The only l-dimensional rings previously known to be pole- 
assignable were Dedekind domains [9] and the ring of real-analytic functions on 
an open interval [7]. 
On the negative side of the ledger, there may be pole-assignable rings which are 
not bcs, since not every basic module supports a reachable system. Thus we 
cannot conclude that a ring is not pole-assignable just because it is not a bcs ring; 
other module-theoretic obstructions are at play here. 
In order to explain this gap we shall describe the pole-assignment problem, as 
formulated by Sontag [15] and others. A system is a pair (F, G), where F is an 
n x n matrix and G is an n X m matrix, both with coefficients in a commutative 
ring R. One would like to know which polynomials arise as characteristic 
polynomials of matrices F + GK as K (the ‘feedback matrix’) varies. Of interest 
are those systems for which every polynomial (t - h,) . . . (t - A,) arises; these are 
called pole-assignable systems. A necessary condition for this is known: let B 
denote the submodule G(R”) of R” generated by the columns of G; then the 
submodules B, F(B), F’(B), . . . must span R”. These systems are called reach- 
able, and the module B is known to be basic in R”. The ring R is pole-assignable if 
every reachable system is pole-assignable. 
Now the gap arises as follows. Let B be basic in R”, and suppose that B is 
generated by b 1, . . . , b,. Then B is the image of the matrix G whose columns are 
the bi. If we can find an endomorphism F of R” so that R” is spanned by the 
F’(B), then (F, G) is reachable. If R is pole-assignable, then B contains a rank 1 
summand of R” by [9, Corollary 121 (cf. [7, 3.61). Thus a pole-assignable ring is a 
bcs ring if each basic submodule supports a reachable system in this sense. 
1. Elementary properties 
In this section, we establish some elementary properties of bcs rings, and list 
some easily established classes of bcs rings. We begin by establishing that the 
notion of bcs ring is well defined. 
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Recall that the set Max(R) of maximal ideals of R, given the Zariski topology, 
is a compact topological space. If P is a projective R-module, and b E P, let D(b) 
denote the set of maximal ideals m for which the image b(m) of b in PImP is 
nonzero; D(b) is an open subset of Max(R). We say that b is a basic element of P 
if D(b) = Max(R); if so then bR is a free summand of P [8, Lemma 11. In general, 
a submodule B of P is basic iff Max(R) is covered by the D(b), b E B. Since 
Max(R) is compact, only finitely many b are needed; the submodule they 
generate is also basic in P. This proves that (i)@(ii) and (iii)e(iv) in the 
definition of bcs ring. 
Let us now prove that (iv) + (ii) in the definition of bcs ring. Let B be a finitely 
generated basic submodule of a projective R-module P. Choose Q so that P@ Q 
is free; B is also basic in PG3 Q. As B is finitely generated, it lies in some 
summand R” of P@ Q. If (iv) holds, then some submodule of B is a rank one 
summand of R”, hence of P %3 (2, hence of P, Hence (ii) holds, and we have 
proven 
Lemma 1.1. The four conditions in the definition of bcs ring are equivalent. •! 
Next, we observe that when studying bcs rings, there is no harm in working 
with reduced rings. This is because of the following result, which follows easily 
from [l, 111.2.121: 
Lemma 1.2. Zf Z is a nil ideal of R (or more generally if R is complete for the I-adic 
topology), then R is a bcs ring iff RIZ is. q 
We are ready to begin building a catalogue of bcs rings. Fields are obviously bcs 
rings, and Dedekind domains were shown in [9, Lemma 51 to be so. Since R x S 
is a bcs ring iff R and S are bcs rings, we see (using Lemma 1.2) that Artinian 
rings are bcs rings. In fact, both semilocal and O-dimensional rings are bcs rings: 
Proposition 1.3. Every semilocal ring is a bcs ring. 
Proof. Let B be basic in a finitely generated projective R-module P. Since R is 
semilocal, [8, Theorem A(ii.a)] applies with d = 0, showing that B contains a 
basic element b of P, and therefore the free summand bR of P. 0 
In order to prove the result for O-dimensional rings, we can assume that R is 
reduced. A reduced O-dimensional ring is called absolutely flat, or a von Neumann 
regular ring [4, 11.3, Exercise 93. For these rings, every finitely generated 
submodule of a projective module is a direct summand [4, 11.2, Exercise 181, and 
Spec(R) is a compact totally disconnected Hausdorff space [4, 11.4, Exercise 161. 
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Proposition 1.4. Let R be a O-dimensional commutative ring. Then 
(i) Every rank one projective R-module is isomorphic to R, and 
(ii) R is a bcs ring. 
Proof. As above, we can assume that R is reduced, i.e., absolutely flat. If B is a 
finitely generated submodule of a projective module P, then B is a direct 
summand of P, and is also projective of rank 2 1. We will show that B contains a 
basic element; this will prove both (i) and (ii), for then bR g R is a direct 
summand of B. 
Let b,,..., b, generate B, so that the open sets D(bi) cover the totally 
disconnected space Max(R). Choose open sets U, C D(bi) so that Max(R) is the 
disjoint union of the Ui; each Ui = Max(e,R) for an idempotent ej in R. The 
element c b,ei is basic in B, since 
D(b) = IJ D(b,e,) = U U, = Max(R) . 0 
One example of a O-dimensional ring is the ring of continuous real-valued 
functions on a totally disconnected space. In this case, the basic idea of the proof 
of Proposition 1.4 is to use a ‘partition of unity’. This trick can also be used to 
prove 
Proposition 1.5 (Hautus-Sontag [9]). Let X denote a connected l-dimensional 
manifold, with or without boundary. Then both the rings of continuous and C” 
real-valued functions on X are bcs rings. 
Proof. The cases X = [w and S’ are given explicitly as [9, Corollaries 22 and 231. 
The cases X = [0, 1) and [0, l] are handled implicitly in [9, Lemma 211. This 
exhausts the homeomorphism types for X. 0 
Remark. It is not hard to apply [9, Lemma 211 to show that the rings of 
continuous (or C”) real-valued functions on any graph are bcs rings as well. The 
1-dimensionality of X is crucial; see Example 2.6 below or [9, Corollary 181. 
Remark. The ring of continuous @-valued functions on X is a bcs ring if 
dim(X) 5 2, and is not a bcs ring if dim(X) 2 3. This is proven in [17] and 
Example 2.6.1 below. 
A useful necessary condition for R to be a bcs ring is obtained by applying the 
definition to B = P: P must contain a rank one summand whenever rank(P) 2 1. 
Thus: 
Lemma 1.6. A necessary condition for R to be a bcs ring is that every projective 
R-module of constant rank is a direct sum of rank one projective modules. 0 
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The condition is clearly not sufficient: iw[x, y] is not a bcs ring by [7. 3.91, yet 
every projective Iw[x, y]-module is free. (We will return to this point in the next 
section.) On the other hand, it provides us with an example to show that 
localizations of bcs rings need not be bcs rings: 
Example 1.7. Let R be the power series ring [w[[x, y, z]]; it is a bcs ring by either 
Lemma 1.2 or Proposition 1.3. On the other hand, R[sY’] is not a bcs ring if 
s = x2 + y* + .a*. The unimodular row (x, y, z) defines a rank 2 projective R[s-‘I- 
module, and Murthy (unpublished) has shown that it is indecomposable, so the 
criterion of Lemma 1.6 applies. 
The next class of examples breaks out of the mold of l-dimensional rings. It 
also answers affirmatively a question raised in [5]. ([16] and Example 2.5 below 
show that the semilocal hypothesis is necessary.) 
Proposition 1.8. If V is a semilocal principal ideal domain, then the polynomial 
ring R = V[x] is a bcs ring. 
Proof. Set p = Jacobson radical of V. Let B C R” be a basic submodule. Since 
V/p[x] is principal ideal ring, we may pick a E B such that modulo PR it is 
unimodular. At this point observe that the maximal ideals of R either contain 
p-and lie in D(a)-or are principal ideals. Since D(a) is an open subset of 
Max(R), its complement is thus a finite set of principal maximal ideals, say 
{f,R . . . fP1. 
Write a = g * c, where g E V[x] is the gcd of the coordinates of a. It follows that 
g is a product of the A’s and, more importantly, c is unimodular in R”. Since all 
projective R-modules are free [l, IV.6.41, we can choose a basis {c = cl, . . . ,c,~} 
of R”. Pick an element b E B that is basic at the AR. Then the ideal 1 b,R is not 
in U J;R. By the prime avoiding lemma [lo, Proposition 1241, there exist 
r2, . . . > Y,, E R such that 
h = b, + i: r,b; 
,=* 
does not lie in any of thef,R. Changing to the basis {c, c2. - r2c, . . . , c, - Y,C} we 
have a=(g,O ,..., 0) and b=(h,b, ,..., b,). Since g and h are comaximal, 
some combination of a and b is a unimodular element of R” lying in B. 0 
2. Lifting and reduction 
In this section we give necessary criteria for R to be a bcs ring in terms of its 
quotient rings R/Z. This will allow us to give more examples of rings that are not 
bcs rings. 
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Lemma 2.1. Zf C is a basic submodule of (R/Z)“, then the inverse image B of C is a 
basic submodule of R”. 
Proof. Let m be a maximal ideal of R. If Zgm, then B maps onto (R/m)” since B 
contains ZR”. If Z C m, then the image of B in (R/m)” is that of C = BIZR”, and so 
nonzero. (7 
Corollary 2.2. Zf R is a bcs ring, then every quotient R/Z is also a bcs ring. 
Proof. Choose an ideal I, and let C C (R/Z)” be basic. Since the inverse image B is 
basic, it contains a rank one summand L of R”. L/IL is therefore a rank one 
summand of (R/Z)” contained in C. Hence R/Z is a bcs ring Cl 
Next, recall that Pit(R) is the set of isomorphism classes of rank one projective 
R-modules. It is an abelian group under @. Our second criterion is related to [9, 
Theorem B] : 
Theorem 2.3. Zf R is a bcs ring, then Pit(R) 4 Pic(R/Z) is onto for every ideal Z of 
R. 
Proof. Let C be a rank one projective (R/Z)-module, and choose a split injection 
C+ (R/Z)“, e.g., by choosing Q so that C@ Q z (R/Z)“. Let B be the inverse 
image of C in R”; B is basic by Lemma 2.1 and so contains a rank one summand 
L of R”. Hence L/IL is a rank one summand of C, and so is isomorphic to C. This 
shows that C E Pic(R/Z) is the image of L E Pit(R), and proves that Pit(R) maps 
onto Pic(R/Z). 0 
Remark 2.3.1. (cf. Hautus-Sontag [9, Theorem B]). Sometimes we can use 
Theorem 2.3 to conclude that R is not even pole-assignable. Suppose for example 
that some R/Z is a bcs ring and that some torsion element C of Pic(R/Z) is not in 
the image of Pit(R); then R cannot be pole-assignable. 
To see this, note that if C@” z (R/Z), then for some integer p >O, 
C@ ... @3 Cz (R/Z)P” (see [ll], [13, Theorem IV.441). Let F* be the endormor- 
phism of (R/Z)P” which cyclically permutes the copies of C, and let F be an n x n 
matrix over R lifting F*. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, B is basic; since 
ZR’” C B it is easy to see that c F’(B) = RP”. Choose a finitely generated 
submodule B, of B so that c F’(B,) = RP” and let G: R”+ RP” have image B,; 
the system (F, G) is reachable. If R were pole-assignable, then by [9, Corollary 
121 B, contains a rank one summand L of RP”, and we can derive a contradiction 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
To help circumscribe the class of bcs rings, we discuss several examples of rings 
that are not bcs. 
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Proposition 2.4. Zf A is a regular semilocal ring of dimension 22, then A[ T] is not 
a bcs ring. 
Proof. We may assume that dim A = 2. Let {X, Y} be a regular system of 
parameters of a maximal ideal of A; it is easy to verify that Y2 - X3 is a prime 
element of A. The ring C = Al(Y’ - X3) is not a seminormal ring; indeed, 
should there exist t E C such that y = t’, x = t2, then the maximal ideal of C would 
be generated by elements in its square. There exist projective ideals of C[ T] that 
are not free but L@L-’ g (C[T])* (cf. [2, Proposition 2.11); by Theorem 2.3, 
A[ T] is not a bcs ring. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let E be a number field and let A be its ring of integers. Then 
R = A[x] is not a pole-assignable ring. 
Proof. It suffices by Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.3.1 to find an ideal Z C R such 
that some torsion element C of Pic(RIZ) does not lie in the image of 
Pit(R)+ Pic(RIZ). Since Pit(R) z Pit(A) [l, 1X.6.81, it suffices to find an exten- 
sion F of E whose ring of integers B is obtained from A by the adjunction of a 
single element t, B = A[t], and the map Pit(A)+ Pit(B) is not surjective. 
The following argument, due to D. Rohrlich, shows the existence of such an 
extension. Let P be the set of prime numbers p in h satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) p does not divide the discriminant of E; 
(ii) p does not divide the degree [E: Q]; 
(iii) p does not divide the class number of E; 
(iv) p is an ‘irregular prime’, i.e. p does divide the class number of Q( S,), 
where [p is a primitive pth root of unity. 
We first claim that the set P is infinite. Indeed, conditions (i)-(iii) exclude only a 
finite set of primes. On the other hand, it is known that there are infinitely many 
irregular primes (cf. [3, V.7.21). 
Now choose a prime p in P and let F = E( l,). Let B be the ring of integers of 
F. We claim that B satisfies our requirements. That B = A[ l,] is an immediate 
consequence of (i) above, [12, Proposition 17, p. 671 and the fact that the ring of 
integers of Q( lp) is Z[ l,]. Next, to show the assertion on the Picard groups, it 
suffices to show that p divides the class number of F. Now assumption (i) 
guarantees that E and Q( cp) are linearly disjoint over Q, so [F: Q( lp,)] = [E: Q] 
is prime to p, by assumption (ii). On the other hand, the composition of maps 
(see also 2.10) 
Pic(Z[ lp])+ Pit(B)+ Pic(Z[ lp]) 
is simply [Cl--t [F: Q( lp)][C], and is therefore injective on p-torsion. Since p 
divides the class group of Q( Lp) by ( iv , we see that p divides the class number of ) 
F. 0 
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Remark. The case R = h[x] was first discussed in [7, 3.101; see also [14]. The 
result above lends credence to another question of [5]: Is it true that polynomial 
rings R = A[x], with A a Dedekind ring with infinitely many prime ideals, are 
never bcs rings? 
Example 2.6 (Hautus-Sontag [9, Corollary 181). For any topological space X, let 
C(X) be the ring of continuous real-valued functions on X. Let 0’ denote the 
2-dimensional disk. Since Pic(C(D*)) = 0 but Pic(C(S’)) = H/(2), and C(S’) is a 
quotient of C(D*), it follows that C(D*) is not a bcs ring. Now let X be a normal 
topological space containing a copy of 0”. Then C(D*) is a quotient of C(X), so 
that C(X) cannot be a bcs ring either. (In fact, by Remark 2.3.1, C(X) cannot be 
pole-assignable either.) 
Example 2.6.1. Let X be a normal topological space containing a homeomorphic 
copy of D3. Then the ring C(X) @ C of continuous C-valued functions on X is not 
a bcs ring. This is because the ring R = C(S*) @ C is a quotient, and Pit(R) = Z. 
On the other hand, the map from Pic( C(X) @ C) . IS zero, since it factors through 
Pic(C(D3)@C) = 0. 
Example 2.7 (A ring with Jacobson radical J such that R is not a bcs ring even 
though R/J is). Let A = (w[x, y], a =x2 + y2 - 1, S = 1 + aA, and set R = S-IA. 
The radical of R is J = aA, and R/J = [w[x, y]l(n* + y2 = 1) is a Dedekind 
domain, hence a bcs ring. Now Pic(RlJ) = Z/(2), yet Pit(R) = 0 by [l, 1X.6.81, so 
R cannot be a bcs ring. (R cannot be pole-assignable either by Remark 2.3.1.) 
Note that Max(RIJ) is l-dimensional Noetherian, so that Max(R) alone does not 
in general determine whether or not R is a bcs ring. This point is also made in [6]. 
Example 2.8 (Tannenbaum [16]). If k is a field and n 2 2, then k[x,, . . . , xn] is 
not a bcs ring. To see this, we can assume by Corollary 2.2 that R = k[x, y]. Let Z 
be the ideal generated by y2 + x3 - x; then Pic(RlZ) #O. In fact, the ideal 
L = (x, y)RIZ is a nontrivial rank one projective R/Z-module with L G3 L free. 
Since Pit(R) = 0, R cannot be a bcs ring, or even pole-assignable. 
We can generalize Example 2.8 somewhat. We do not know of any 2- 
dimensional affine algebras which are bcs rings, and the following argument 
makes us suspect that there are not any. 
Proposition 2.9. Let R be an afine algebra of dimension 22 over the field k with 
Pit(R) = 0. Then R is not a bcs ring. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 it is enough to find an ideal Z with Pic(RlZ) # 0. We can 
assume that R is a 2-dimensional domain by dropping the assumption on Pit(R) 
and replacing R by a quotient ring. By Noether normalization, R is finite over a 
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polynomial ring k[x, y]. There is a prime ideal I,, in k[x, y] such that S = 
k[x, y]/Z, is Dedekind and Pit(S) contains torsion elements L with LBd!7S 
where d is the degree of R over k[x, y]. By Lying Over, R contains a prime ideal 
Z lying over Z,. R/Z is therefore a projective S-module of rank e for some e 5 d. 
Since LBe YS, the image of L in Pic(RIZ) is nonzero, as desired, by Lemma 2.10 
below. 0 
Remark. In fact, we can choose S so that LB'" 7S for arbitrarily large n. It 
follows from Remark 2.3.1 that R is not pole-assignable. 
Lemma 2.10. Let R be a finite S-algebra which as an S-module is a direct sum of 
rank one projectives. Zf L is a rank one projective S-module and LBe7S, where 
e = rank(S), then L C3 RYR. 
Proof. We assert that the composite 
Pic(S)+Pic(R)-+ K,(R)+ K,,(S)+Pic(S) 
is multiplication by e, where Pic(R)-+K,(R) sends L to [L] - [RI, 
K,,(R)-+ K,(S) is the transfer map, and K,,(S)+Pic(S) is the determinant map 
[l, 1X.31. Assuming this, it follows that the kernel of Pit(S)-+ Pit(R) has 
exponent e, whence the result. 
Write R = I, CD. . . @ I,, where [Z,] E Pit(S). If L E Pit(S), then its image in 
K,(R) is [L 63 R] - [RI. N ow det(R) = det( @ Z,) = (8 I,, while 
det(L @ R) = det( @ L C3 Z,) = @ (L @I,) = L@‘@det(R) , 
so the image in Pit(S) is det(L 8 R)det(R))’ = LBe, as claimed. 0 
3. One-dimensional rings 
We do not know of any l-dimensional rings which are not bcs rings’. In this 
section we prove that a large class of l-dimensional rings are bcs rings. This class 
includes l-dimensional domains and l-dimensional Noetherian rings. 
We first need a recognition principle for detecting rank one summands of a 
module P. If n is a prime ideal, we shall write k(p) for the field of fractions of 
Rlp. If B+ P is a map, we define 
rank,(B+ P) = rank k(p)(R @ k(P)* P@ k(n)) . 
If P is projective, then the function $I + rank,(B + P) is upper semi-continuous 
on Spec(R). If B is basic in P, it is never zero, and rank,(Z?+ P) 2 2 on an open 
’ Note added in proof. J. Brewer and L. Klinger have recently proven that every l-dimensional ring 
is a bcs ring. 
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subset of Spec(R). If this open subset is empty, we are done: 
Lemma 3.1. If R is reduced and B is a submodule of a finitely generated 
projective module P with rank,(B -+ P) = 1 for all primes p, then B itself is a rank 
one summand of P. 
Proof. First suppose that B is finitely generated and that P = R”+‘. Then P/B is 
finitely presented and (P/B) C3 k(P) = k(p)” f or each p, so P/B is projective of 
rank rz by [4,11.5, Exercise 51. Hence P = B CD P/B, establishing the result in this 
case. In general, B contains a finitely generated submodule B, which is basic in P 
and hence P69 Q = Rnil by Lemma 1.1. But then rank,(B, + P) = 1 as well, so 
B, is a summand of P. But then B = B,, since B/B,, maps to zero in each 
P/B,, 63 k(p) and R is reduced. 0 
We remark that if B is spanned by the vectors b,, . . . , b, E R”, then the closed 
set of Spec(R) on which rank,(B -+ P) = 1 is V(Z), where Z is the ideal of 2 x 2 
minors in the m x n matrix (b,, . . . , b,). 
We also need a general position argument for unimodular elements in O- 
dimensional rings. If x E P, we will write c(x) or cp(x) (the content of X) for the 
set of all f(x), f E Hom(P, R); c(x) is an ideal of R, and c(x) = R iff x is 
unimodular in P. For example, if P = R” and x = (rI, . . . , r,), then c(x) is the 
ideal generated by the ri. 
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a O-dimensional ring, P a projective R-module, and let x be 
an element of P. Then 
(9 Zfc(x)+c(y)=Rf or some y E P, then there is an element e E R such that 
x + ey is unimodular. 
(ii) Zf rank(P) 22, h t ere is a w E P such that w + rx is unimodular for all r E R. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the statement for R/nil(R), so we can assume R is 
absolutely flat. Then R = R, x R,, where R, = c(x). For (i) we can use the 
identity e of R,. For (ii), first choose a unimodular element y and write 
P = P, @ (x + ey)R. Since rank(P,) 2 1, there is a unimodular element w E P,,. It 
is easy to check (ii) with this choice of w. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Every l-dimensional domain is a bcs ring. 
Proof. Let R be a l-dimensional domain, K its field of fractions, and B a basic 
submodule of P. Choose x # 0 in B and consider the O-dimensional ring R* = 
R/c(x). The image B* of B in P* = P@ R” is basic, so by Proposition 1.4 there is 
some y E B whose image in P* is unimodular. The submodule B, of B generated 
by x and y is basic in P; we shall replace B by B, and P by PCI3 Q to assume that 
B is the submodule of R” generated by the two column vectors x and y. 
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Let Z be the ideal of R generated by the 2 X 2 minors of the 2 X n matrix (x, y). 
If Z = 0, then B itself is a rank one summand of R” by Lemma 3.1. 
If Z # 0, then the ring R/Z is O-dimensional. The image B* of B in (R/Z)” has 
constant rank 1, so B* z R/Z by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 1.4. By Lemma 
3.2(i) there is an r E R such that n + ry is unimodular mod I, i.e. c(x + ry) + Z = 
R. We claim that x + ry is unimodular in R”. This will finish the proof of Theorem 
3.3, for then (x + ry)R is a free rank one summand of P. 
If x + ry is not unimodular, then c(x + ry) is contained in some maximal ideal 
m of R, and x + ry vanishes in (R/m)“. Thus x and y are linearly dependent in 
(R lm)“, so Z C m. But this contradicts c(x + ry) + Z = R, so x + ry is indeed 
unimodular in R”. Cl 
We shall generalize this result in two stages. First note that Noetherian rings 
have only finitely many minimal primes. 
Theorem 3.4. Let R be a l-dimensional ring with only finitely many minimal 
primes. Then R is a bcs ring. In particular, l-dimensional Noetherian rings are bcs 
rings. 
Proof. We can assume that R is reduced. Its total ring of fractions K is a finite 
product of fields, and in particular is absolutely flat. If B C R” is basic, then BK is 
a projective K-module of rank 21. By Proposition 1.4, there is an x E B whose 
image in BK is unimodular. Hence R/c(x) is O-dimensional. We can now follow 
the proof of Theorem 3.3 to assume that B = xR + yR and that the ideal Z of 2 X 2 
minors of (x, y) is nonzero. 
If ZK = K, then R/Z is O-dimensional, and the rest of the proof of Theorem 3.3 
goes through. Thus we may assume that ZK is neither 0 nor K. Let .Z be the 
annihilator of Z in R and set R* = RlJ. Now K = ZK x JK and J is an intersection 
of minimal primes (this is easy to see since R has only finitely many minimal 
primes). Hence R* is a reduced l-dimensional ring whose total ring of fractions is 
K* = ZK. 
Now consider the image B* of B in (R/J)“. Since B* is basic in P* and 
Z* = Z + J/J is such that Z* K* = K*, the proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that some 
z = x + ry in B becomes unimodular in (R/J)“. Let C = ZR + JB; we claim that C 
is also basic in P = R”. To this end, choose a maximal ideal m of R. If cp(z) grn, 
then the image of z in PImP is nonzero. If Jgm, then C and B have the same 
image in PImP, which is nonzero as B is basic. Since z is unimodular in (R/J)“, 
c(z) + J = R, and we have exhausted the possibilities for m. Hence C is basic in P. 
Now C is generated by z and yJ, and the ideal of 2 x 2 minors of ( y, z) is I. 
Since ZJ, the ideal of 2 x 2 minors of the elements of C is zero. Hence the image 
of C in any vector space P @ k(p) is at most l-dimensional. Since C is basic and 
rank,(B + P) is upper semicontinuous, rank,(B + P) = 1 for all p. By Lemma 
3.1, C is our sought-for rank one summand of P. 0 
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In order to squeeze a little more generality out of the proof of Theorem 3.4, we 
need 
Lemma 3.5. Let R be a reduced ring whose total ring of fractions K is O- 
dimensional. Then for every finitely generated ideal I of R the annihilator of I is an 
intersection of minimal primes, and K = IK X ann,(Z)K. 
Proof. Since K is absolutely flat, there is an idempotent e of K such that 
K = IK x eK. Since every prime ideal of K is of the form PK for some minimal 
prime p of R, there is a set T of minimal primes of R for which eK = n { pK: p E 
T}. Thus 
arm,(Z) = ann,(ZK) = ann,(lK) fl R = eK fl R 
=n{pKf7R:pET}=n{pE~}. 
Finally re E R for some r, so eK = (eK fl R) K as claimed. Cl 
Now we can read the proof of Theorem 3.4 again, substituting in Lemma 3.5 at 
the appropriate places, to see that we have proven 
Theorem 3.6. Let R be a l-dimensional commutative ring. Suppose that the total 
ring of fractions of R/nil(R) is O-dimensional (i.e., absolutely flat). Then R is a bcs 
ring. Cl 
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